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falling rate of prollt The law of the falling
ratc of profit expresses the resu](S of Marx's
analysis of the basic forces which give rise
to

the

longtcrm

rhythms

of

Glpiralist

accumulation: long periods of accelerated
growth which 3rC' nettSSarity followed by
corresponding periods of decele ra ting growth
,,"d C'venruJI widespread economic convulsions. The Great Depression of the 19305
W.l~ on.. such period, and according to some
Marxists the cap;ulisr world once again
hon~rs on tht brink. It should be noted that
this sort of generaliud economic crisis (SIX
ECONOMIC CRISES) is qu ite d ifferent from
shorter tC'ml cyclical fluctuat io ns such as

business cycles, or parti,,1 crises c3used by
specific events such a5 crop failures, monetary
d!srurb3nces, erc. Business cycll:'S and partial
cris\..'S arc explained by mo re concrete factors,
:lnd their rhythms are superimposed, so to
speak, on the lonb'term o ne (Mandel 1975 ).
The fact that they may trigger a general crisis
when the underlying conditions are ripe only
emphasizes the importance of first analysing
the underlying movemenn themselves.
The dri\·ing fo ret of capitalist activity is the
deSI re for profits, and this compels each
indIvidual capitalist to battle on t'.\"0 fronts: in
the labour process, against labour over the
production of surplus value; and in the
circulation process, against other C:l.pitalists
over the realization of surplus value in the
form of profits. In the confrontation with
labour, mechanization emerges as the dominant form of increasing the production of
su rplus value, whereas in the confrontation
with other capitalists it is the redllction orllnit
prodllctioft costs (u nit cost-prices) which
emerges as the principal weapon of
competition.
In brief, Marx argues that more 3dvanced
methods of production will involve larger,
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more capital intensive plants in which at
no rmal capacity utilization the unit production COSts will be lower. Greater
quantities of fixed capital per umt output are
th~ primary means thro ugh which economics
of scale arc achieved. Bec.1Use larger-scale
plants enable a given numbe r of workers to
process a greater amount of raw mJterials into
a correspondingly greater amount of product,
both r;tw m:uerials and output pcr unit of
labour tend to ri~ together. At the s.:lme time,
the great~r amount of fixed ~pital per unit
output implies higher depreci.:ltion charges
and higher auxiliary materials costs (clec.
triei!)', fuel , ~tc.) per unit output. Thus for
more advanc(.-d methods, the higher capiTalization (capiml advanced pcr unit outPUt)
implies higher unit non-labour costs (unit
constant capital c) while the higher produc.
tivity implies lower unit bbour COStS (unit
variable capit·al v). 011 balance, thc unit production cost c + \' must dedine, so that the
latter effect must more than offset the former.
Under gi\'en technical conditions, as the limits
of existing knowlfi:lge and technology are
reached, subsequent increases in investment
per unit output will call forth ever smaller
reductions in unit production COSts. Th is, it
can be shown, implies lower transitional rates
of profit for the lowest cost methods, and
hence (from the Okishio Theorem), .:I fallmg
geneml rate of profit.
It can be shown that the above pattem
implies that the more advanced methods tend
to achieve.:l lower unit production CQst at the
expense of a lower rate of profit. CompetITion,
nonetheless, forces capitalists to adopt these
merhods, because rhe capitalisr with the lower
unit costs can lower his prices and expand
at the expense of his competitors - th us
offsetting his lower rate of profit by means of a
larger share of the market. As M.:Irx notes,
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'each indi\'idual capital strives to capture the
largest possible share of the market and
supplant its com~titors .. .' (Theories of
Surplus Vallie, pt. II, ch. XVII). In terms of
Marxist categories the above pr~ can be
shown to imply that the organic composition
of capital will rise faster than the rate of surplus
value, even when r~l wages as well as the
length and intensiry of the working day are
constant, SO that the general rate of profit falls
independently of any impetus on the pan of
labour (Shaikh 1978, 1980).
Marx notes thar various counteracting
influences act to slow down and even
temporarily reverse the bl1ing rate of profit.
Higher intensiry of exploitation, lower wages,
cheaper constant capital, the growth of
relatively low organic composition industries,
the importation of cheap wage goods or
means of production, and the migration of
capitalw areas of cheap labour and natural
resourcC'$ can all act to raise the rate of profit
by raising the rate of exploitation and/or
lowering the organic composition of capital.
But p~cisely ~use these counter-tendencies
operate within StriCt limits, the SCUllar fall in
the rate of profit emerges as the dominant
tendency.
A falling rate of profit leads [0 a generalized
crisis through Its effect on the mass of profit.
On already invested capital, any fall in the rate
of profit r.educes the mass of profit; on rhe other
hand, accumulation adds [0 the stock of
capital advanced and thus adds to the mass of
profit so long as the new capital's rate of profit
is posilive. The movement of the [olal mass of
profit therefore depends on the rdative
strenb'ths of the rwo effects. But a falling raTe
of profit progn.'Ssivdy weakens the incentive
to accumubte, and as accumulation 510·....5
down the negative effect begins to ovenake
the positive one, until at some point the total
mass of profit begins to stagnate. It is in this
phase that the crisis begins. though of course
its specific form is conditioned by concrete
institutional and hIstorical facton.. It should
be nOled, incidentally, that the above process
implies a 'long-wave' in the mass of profit,
which first accelerates, then decelerates,
stagnates, and eventually collapses in the
crisis. The phenomena of long-waves in
capitalist accumulation can therefo~ be

explained by a secular fall in the rate of profit.
as o pposed to (say) a rising-and-falling rate of
profit as in Mandel (1975).
Opponents of this theory generally argue
that, in the bourgeois economic nOTion of
'perfea competiTion', such a process is
logically excluded, and that in any case the
empirical evidence does not suppon it_ In
either case it is easy to show tha r neither
conclusion ho lds up once the neu-dassiclll
economic theory and/or dat.a upon which Ihey
base themsdves are critically examined.
(Shaikh 1978, 1980; Perlo 1966; Gordon
1971. Perlo is a Marxist and Gordon an
orthodox economist; both fi nd that the conventional method of estimating the capital
stock seriously underestimates it, and this in
tum implies a serious overestimation of the
rate of profit).
Ceteris paribus, higher wages and improved
working conditions di rectl y lower profits and
also spur further mechanization, the~by
doubly intensifying the built-in tendency for
The rate of profit to fall. However, as Marx
emphasizes, these and other struggles focused
on rdonn of the system necessarily operate
within strict limits ansing from profitability,
mobiliry of capital, and (world-wide) competirion, and therefore remain consTrained
by the basic dynamics of capit~hst accumulation. A similar argument can be made for
the limits of state inTervention.
Each crisis precipiTateS wholesale destruction of weaker capita ls and intensified :utacks
on labour. These are the system's 'natural '
mechanisms for a recovery. Each succeeding
recovery in turn results in more concentradon and centralization, and generally lower
long-term rates of profit and growth. Thus,
though the contradictions worsen over time,
there is no final crisis until workers are SII(ficiently class cOl1sciollS and organ;ud to overthrow the system itself (Cohen 1978,
pp. 201-41. (Sec also CRITICS Of MARXISM;
ECONOMIC CRISES.)
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false consciousness.

See ideology.

family Marxist analysis of the family is still
dominated by Engels's TIle Origin of the
Family. Engels argued that the bourgeois
family rested on a material foundation of
inequality between husband and wife, the
laner producing legitimate heirs for the
tunsmission of property in ~rum for mere
board and lodging. He described this relation
as a form of prostitution, contrasting
mercenary bourgeois marriage with the 'true
sex love' allowed to flourish in a proletariat
where husband and wife attained an equality
of exploitation through wage labour.
This analysis has been subjected to criticism
on every possible count, but it remains a
uniquely materialist account of the family and
has the considerable m(';rir of attempting
to explain the different family fonns
characteristic of different classes. Engels's
account, however, is based on the dubious
evolutionary anthropology of L H. Morgan,
underplays the palpable domination of men in
the proletarian family as 'residual', and fails to
consider the domestic division of labour and
the burdens imposed on women undertaking a
'double shih' of wage labour along with childcare and housework at home.
Notwithstanding such criticisms, the main
points of Engels's observations fonn the basis
of official family policy, as Molyneux (1981 )
has argued, in the Marxist-Leninist tradition.
The USSR may stand as a modd for these
policies. An emphasis on drawing women into
productive labour is combined with KlCial
provision of childc3f('; facilities and an official
ideology that exalts the 'working mother'.
l enin himself argued for the socialization of
housework but, as feminist critics (see
FEMINISM) point out, such socialization was
never understood as involving men undertaking domescic chores. In this respect the
Cuban Family Code, enjoining husbands 10
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share housework and childcare equally .....ith
their wives, represems a unique development in socialist reformulation of the family.
Marx himself did not develop an analysis
of the famil), independently of that produced
by Engels, and indeed the eviden~ suggestS
that his own conception of the family was
naturalistic and uncritical. Without defending
his assumptions Marx tends to imply, in his
discussion of wages and the reproduction of
labour power, for instance, that workers are
male and that women and children are simply
a threatening source of substitution and cheap
competition.
In Marxist thought as a whole the family
occupies a vexed position. The Commlmist
Manifesto calls for 'the abolition of the family',
bUI such calls have tended [Q be transmuted
into the far weaker project of abolishing the
bourgeois family in favou r of a proletarian,
socialist, family. Such a 'socialist family' has
tended [Q rest on an assumed heterosexual
serial monogamr, and falls far short of
critiques of the family in more general radical
thought. Marxist thought on the family has
therefore tended to be less unl;"ompromisingiy
critical than utopian socialist, libertarian,
anarchist and feminist positions.
Marxist analysis of the fami ly in the
rwemieth century finds its high point in the
recognition by the FRANKfURT sCHOOL that
the fam ily is a social institution and ideology,
despi te all the appeatances of irs character
being private. Debates in the 1950s and 1960s
tended ro descend to popular conundrums as
to whether the family had been 'taken over' by
the state or was in 'decline'.
Recent analysis has focused on two areas,
the first being historical interpretation of
different family forms. Many Marxist
historians accept that the form of family
dominant in the West today ischaracteristicof
the nineteenth-cemury bourgeoisie as a class,
and this recognition has led to more detailed
specification of family forms as they vary
historically, by class, by ethnic group and so
on. A second major interest lies in the relevance o f psychoanalysis in an interpretation
of the family - though this approach remains
controversial within Marxism.
Not least of the problems encountered in
analysis of the family is that of definition.

